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system also use the single marks for isolated words, short
phrases, and anything that can hardly be called a formal
quotation ; this avoids giving much emphasis to such expres-
sions, which is an advantage. The more logical method is
that adopted, for instance, by the Oxford University Press, of
reserving the double marks exclusively for quotations within
quotations. Besides the loss of the useful degrees in emphasis
(sure, however, to be inconsistently utilized), there is a certain
lack of full-dress effect about important quotations when
given this way; but that is probably a mere matter of habitua-
tion. It should be mentioned that most of the quoted quota-
tions in this section had originally the double marks, but
have been altered to suit the more logical method ; and the
unpleasantness of the needless quotation marks with which
we started has so been slightly toned down.
A common mistake, of no great importance, but resulting
in more or less discomfort or perplexity to the reader, is the
placing of the first quotation mark earlier than the place where
quotation really begins. The commonest form of it is the
including of the quoter's introductory that, which it is
often obvious that the original did not contain. Gener-
ally speaking, if that is used the quotation marks may be
dispensed with; not, however, if the exact phraseology is
important; but at least the mark should be in the right place.
I remember an old scholastic aphorism, which says, * that the man who
lives wholly detached from others, must be either an angel or a devil.*—
burke.
As the aphorism descends through Latin from Aristotle (?)
Bypiov t) (Ms), the precise English words are of no importance,
and the quotation marks might as well be away; at least the
first should be after that.
Then, with ' a sarvant, sir' to me, he took himself into the kitchen.—
borrow.
Clearly a is not included in the quotation.

